edge
CLASS D LIKE NEVER BEFORE
POWER

PERFORMANCE

POSSIBILITIES

In 2004, we introduced our ICCx Class D chipset. Designed from the ground up by ICEpower, the
chipset was a cutting-edge solution in terms of audio quality, reliability and functionality. Since
its launch, ICCx has been implemented in millions of amplifiers designed and manufactured by
both ICEpower and partnering audio manufacturers. Today, the chipset is still being integrated in
thousands of ICEpower amplifiers and other audio applications bringing grand audio experiences to
music enthusiasts all over the world.
Technologies evolve fast and so does ICEpower. Since the launch of ICCx, ICEpower’s knowledge
and expertise within Class D amplification have grown substantially. The ICEpower heritage now
consists of numerous full-featured amplifier series ranging from 25-1200W and several chipset
solutions for both consumer, professional, automotive and mobile audio applications. Now, we have
Product pictures are illustrative and cannot be used for technical purposes

converted these 15 years of experience into a next generation Class D chipset, the successor of
ICCx. Allow us to introduce ICEedge – Class D like never before.
When initiating the development of ICEedge, we decided to develop the best Class D chipset in the
market and promised to make zero compromises in the process. We wanted ICEedge to be market
leading in terms of audio quality, power range, flexibility, protection, diagnostics, integration level,
ease of design and cost. By no means an easy target, as many of the design goals are inherently
contradictory. This required that in every aspect the design choices, solutions and technologies had
to be developed optimally with no short cuts. ICEedge literally is Class D like never before.
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ICEedge Product
Concept

Controller IC
The ICEedge Controller is a fully integrated PWM modulator and system controller for dual channel selfoscillating Class D switching amplifier applications. The Controller has a fast communication interface for
two ICEedge Drivers. All passive loop components are external for flexibility, precision, stability and linearity.
Unique features:

The ICEedge chipset consists of a dual channel Controller IC
and two Driver IC’s. It is the only chipset in the market enabling
amplifiers that range in power from 50W up to 7kW into 4
Ohms. ICEedge is our finest achievement yet in terms of audio
performance and functionality, and likely to be the world’s most
advanced Class D chipset.
All relevant protection and diagnostic features are integrated into
ICEedge for easy and fast amplifier development and cost savings.
Channel scalability is easily obtained by bus-connection of chipsets
for integration in multichannel systems. The ICEedge chipset
contains new circuits carrying multiple patented inventions.

•

16 high performance audio op amps and 2 high speed comparators

•

High impedance fully balanced audio input for best noise and hum suppression

•

DC servos ensure low DC voltage at amplifier outputs

•

Precision clipper and supply voltage surveillance circuits

•

Overcurrent protection, thermal management, over-/undervoltage, modulation index and Zobel protection

•

Controlled pop reduction during start up and shut down

•

Simple pin control and diagnostic information, no microcontroller required for full operation

•

I2C interface for advanced control and system programming through microcontroller

•

High integration level for lowest cost

Driver IC
The ICEedge driver IC is a fully integrated gate driver for Class D switching amplifier applications using
discrete external MOSFET’s.

14 mm / 0.55”

Unique features:

Controller IC

14 mm / 0.55”

High voltage technology for amplifiers with up to +/-150V power supply voltage enabling up to 7kW into 4
Ohm

•

High speed (110ns) 2.2/1.5 A driver for direct drive of MOSFETs

•

Drive capability can easily be extended with addition of external active drive circuit

•

New ultra fast cycle-by-cycle output current limit

•

Optimized dead time compensation for both low- and high-side drive

•

Built-in high speed measurement system for accurate MOSFET temperature measurement and amplifier
protection

6 mm / 0.24”

Driver IC

•

•

Temperature diagnostic info including possibility of early warning for fan control

•

Implements active anti pop system during amplifier start up

•

Designed for both single and split supply for lowest system cost

6 mm / 0.24”
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Power, Performance,
Possibilities

Power
With ICEedge, we enable higher power levels than ever before in an audio application designed with a Class
D chipset. Because ICEedge enables 50-7000 watt. This opens up for practically limitless design freedom. In
the consumer market, typical applications could be A/V receivers, Hi-Fi stereo amplifiers, active speakers, etc.

ICEedge is a highly advanced Class D chipset featuring premium
performance, specifications and a wide array of features. In fact, it
is our most advanced product to date and likely the World’s most
advanced Class D chipset.
In order to give you the best overview of ICEedge, its many
possibilities, specifications and features are categorized under three
headlines:
• Power
• Performance
• Possibilities
Each category will shortly be explained to the right. On the following
pages, we go into detail of all specifications and features.

Within professional applications, PA speakers, musical instrument amplifiers, high-power PA amplifiers and
constant voltage 70V/100V amplifiers are among the obvious possibilities.

Performance
ICEedge is designed with high performance audio circuits throughout the entire design and features a wide
array of newly invented performance enhancing features. This enables a market-leading audio performance
that both sounds and measures incredibly.
Furthermore, ICEedge features a comprehensive protection scheme that continuously monitors the amplifier
and activates a warning if the temperature is nearing the protection limit. Our goal has been to keep the music
playing at all times.

Possibilities
With ICEedge, we have integrated as many functions into the chipset as possible to reduce the number
of discrete components on the amplifier board. This leads to substantial cost savings of 2-10 USD per
channel and component count reduction of 30-100 per channel compared to implementations using discrete
components and gate drivers.
ICEedge is designed to be a future-proof platform for audio applications for many years to come. With
ICEedge, we deliver a platform that can be used in the integrator’s whole product range regardless of power
range and necessary features. Going forward, ICEpower will integrate ICEedge in all our standard amplifiers.
Thereby, we offer a solution that we know inside out and which is thoroughly tested on our own skin.
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The Most Powerful Class D
Chipset Available
ICEedge is designed to work with supply voltages of up to +/-150V. In a BTL amplifier operating into a 4 ohm
load, this translates to a massive 7kW of power. This comfortably makes ICEedge the most powerful Class D
amplifier chipset commercially available today.
As powerful as it may sound, ICEedge can also be nimble. The design with discrete MOSFET’s enables
scalability of the power, simply by changing the MOSFET’s and supply voltages. This also makes ICEedge the
most flexible Class D chipset available as it can be used to create amplifiers from 50W to 7kW. This enables
practically limitless design freedom. See application examples on page 25-26.

MOSFET Selection Chart
8Ω SE

4Ω SE

8Ω BTL

4Ω BTL
ICEedge limit

300

Power
MOSFET Voltage Rating [V]

250

200

150

100

50

0
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100

Output power at:
Modulation Index = 0.9
Derating = 88%
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Performance
Audio Performance
High audio quality is paramount in any audio application. Clear, life-like sound brings the music to life serving
justice to the artist or source material and giving the listener a highly enjoyable experience. Great audio
quality also increases customer satisfaction and consequently product sales for manufacturers. Obtaining
superior audio quality therefore had the highest priority during the development phase of ICEedge.

With the chipset finalized, we are proud to say that ICEedge delivers the best audio quality among Class D
chipsets available.
This has been achieved primarily by selecting the finest components available throughout the chipset design,
such as high 16 high performance audio op amps and two high speed comparators. Moreover, we have
separated the controller from the driver whereby we separate the low noise process for the high quality
op amps from the high voltage process for the drivers. At home, at the concert or in the recording studio,
ICEedge will ensure a powerful and engaging audio experience.
Achieving the wanted level of sound quality required uncompromising design choices at every step of the

Performance

design process and ICEedge contains several groundbreaking innovations. The following pages describe how
ICEedge has become one of the best sounding Class D chipsets available.

One Chipset - Three Chips
With ICEedge, we wanted to obtain the highest possible audio quality. This meant that the usual industry
practice of integrating everything on one die – a so called monolithic solution – was a no-go. A Class D
amplifier includes several different sub functions, such as high precision analog comparators and op-amps,
high voltage gate drivers and high current MOSFET’s - each with different requirements. Putting everything
on one die is a major compromise as a semiconductor process simply cannot be optimized for so many
contradictory requirements.
Instead, we have used a highly specialized low-noise process for all the sensitive analogue parts in the
signal chain, such as audio op-amps, comparators, etc. Utilizing this process, we have been able to achieve
audio performance levels of the analog parts on a level similar to the best available discrete analog audio
components.
For the gate drivers, the requirements call for high breakdown voltage as well as very high voltage and current
slew rates. The best process for this type of application was a Silicon on Insulator process from a German
specialist foundry. This process has enabled us to design a gate driver capable of up to +/-150V supply voltage
with a very low propagation delay of just 110 ns.
For the output power stage, there exists a good number of MOSFET manufacturers to choose from. This
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allows several advantages. It enables simple scalability of the power levels as the amplifier power can be 10
scaled up or down simply by selecting larger or smaller MOSFET’s.

Performance
Audio Performance

State of the Art Analog Design

Continuous Dead-time Compensation

In order to get the best of the ultra low noise, high precision process used in the controller, we have selected

In Class D output stages, the two output MOSFETs can, if controlled incorrectly, short circuit the power

the best available foundry process for the sensitive analog signal path. By doing so, we have achieved to

supply at each output transition. This will cause increased losses and EMI.

design audio op amps and comparators with a performance level in terms of linearity, noise, bandwidth, slew
rate, etc. that is on par with the best available discrete analog audio components.

To avoid this, a small delay is introduced by the ICEedge Driver in the MOSFET gate drive timing, ensuring
that one MOSFET is turned off before the opposite MOSFET is turned on. This prevents momentary short
circuit of the power supply and increases efficiency. To keep distortion at the lowest possible level, very

Dual Mono Design

accurate timing is however required.
This delay is shown in the figure below as dead-time.

In the audiophile community, it has long been regarded as best practice to completely separate independent

Dead-time
One PWM Cycle

channels in order to minimize interference and crosstalk between channels. In ICEedge, we have therefore
done exactly this, with the two channels being completely separated and with the physical layout being fully
identical, hereby the dual mono design.

On
Top MOSFET
Off

On
Bottom MOSFET
Off

Due to careful design of the ICEedge Driver, the dead-time setting is very accurate leaving only minute
variations in production and across applications. But
since
dead-time for the total power stage also
Dead
timethe
adjusted
dynamically
depends on the switching behavior and timing of the power
MOSFETs introduced by e.g. complex speaker

loads, dead-time related distortion still exists, especially in high power amplifiers.
To compensate for this phenomenon, the ICEedge Driver provides an ICEpower proprietary Continuous Deadtime Compensation mechanism (CDC) that adds small continuous compensating adjustments to the gate
driver output timing derived from the previously measured PWM switch timing. In other words, based on the
actual timing of the power stage MOSFETs, the ICEedge Driver will maintain the optimal timing of the full

Ad

power stage and thus provide optimum low distortion properties.

Close-up of the ICEedge controller. As shown, all critical audio
components are designed as dual mono.
12
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Pop Kill - Switch On

Pop Kill - Switch Off

Positive Supply

Positive
Supply
When turning on an amplifier, there is a risk of a small noise, a “pop” or “click”,
because
of the sudden inrush of

Positive Supply
Positive Supply

current into the output stage.
More specifically, as shown in the figure

Pre-charge current

to the right, a boot strap capacitor is
Boot strap
capacitor

in the speaker. This is something you
want to avoid and there are several ways
to address the issue. The aim is to begin

Gate
driver

Gate drivers need
to be turned on

through the speaker after a sudden shut-

Gate
driver

Gate
driver
Gate
driver

Gate
driver

No prevention against pop

No prevention against pop

Some designs, as shown to the right, are

Negative Supply

If you perform an abrupt shut-down

Pop

the pop. Here, the current is led directly
Incorrect PWM
start sequence
causing pop

Negative Supply

designed in to avoid a pop noise, the PWM
cycles will stop in the middle of one cycle.

Negative Supply

Negative Supply

Pop

Simple stop of switching results
in a pop

This most likely results in a pop, as shown

pop at the beginning of the PWM cycles.

to the right.

ICEedge pop elimination

ICEedge pop elimination

In ICEedge, we have implemented an

In ICEedge, we have developed a way

advanced solution to eliminate the pop

for the remaining energy to be gradually
No pop

reduced when turning off the amplifier.
When the amplifier is shut down, a high

all biased correctly before switch on.
into the output stage, the bootstrap is

Negative Supply

of the amplifier and no preventions are

developed to make no prevention against

Moreover, before releasing the current

Energy stored
in the output
filter which
can result in
a pop

Gate
driver

Negative Supply

noise. The control system is first of

Gate
driver

Boot strap diode

exactly 50 % with even cycles.

prevent the pop noise. This results in a

Gate
driver

filter. When the remaining energy leaves
Gate
driver

down, there is a risk of a pop.

the PWM cycles at a middle value of

into the output without any initiatives to

driver

of energy stored in the system’s output

released into the output stage this might
lead to a small pop noise that is hearable

Gate
Positive
Supply

A pop noise can also occur when turning
off the amplifier because there is a lot

Gate
driver

used to turn on the gate drivers which
control the switches. When the current is

Positive Supply

Gate
driver

Pre-charge
of boot strap
capacitor

frequency sweep with a pre-defined
switch stop time is activated. This

pre-charged by a current source and

gradually increases the cycle frequency

thereby the PWM cycles can begin

which reduces the energy resulting in

switching at exactly 50 %. This results in

pop-free switch-offs of the amplifier.

No pop

When turned off, a high
frequency sweep with a
pre-defined switch stop time
is introduced. This results in
a gradual increase of cycle
frequency which slowly reduces
the energy in the output stage,
eliminating the risk of pops

even cycles from the start and a pop-free
start-up sequence.
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ICEedge Reference Design Module:
Key Specifications and Measurements
In order to offer a straightforward evaluation process of ICEedge, we have Reference Design kits available.
The kit includes everything needed for listening, measuring and testing, e.g. a 2 x 150W in 8Ω Reference
Design module, 150ICEedge2, with ICEedge integrated, cables and all documentation.
The specifications and measurements below and to the right show the outstanding performance of
150ICEedge2. The demonstration module is a dual layer PCB with single sided mounting. This is a low cost
solution to demonstrate that high performance can be achieved even at low costs. These specifications should
be seen as examples of what can be achieved with ICEedge. In other applications, it will be possible to gain
an even better output.

150ICEedge2 Reference Design module
150ICEedge2 THD+N vs. output power

150ICEedge2 Specifications

Parameter
Output power @ 1%THD+N
Both channels driven
(AES17 measurement filter)

Conditions
RL = 4Ω
RL = 8Ω
20Hz < f < 20kHz

Value
300
150

Units
W

THD+N (4Ω, AES17 measurement filter)

f = 100Hz, PO =10W, RL= 4Ω

0.001

%

Output referenced idle noise

20-20kHz A-weighted

38

µV

Nominal Voltage Gain

f = 1 kHz

28.5

dB

Frequency response

20Hz - 20kHz, All loads

±0.3

dB

150ICEedge2 THD+N vs. output power

5

5

2

2

1

1

0.5

0.5

0.2

0.2

0.1

0.1

0.05

0.05

0.02

0.02

0.01

0.01

0.005

0.005

0.002

0.002

0.0008
100m

200m

500m

1

2

5

10

20

50

100

200 300

0.0008
100m

200m

500m

1

2

5

W

Upper bandwidth limit (SE) (-3dB)

RL = 8Ω
RL = 4Ω

90

kHz

Lower bandwidth limit (-3dB)

RL = All loads

<10

Hz

Abs. output impedance

f = 1kHz

20

mΩ

3

Ω

Minimum load impedance
Dynamic range

A-weighted (300W, 4Ω)

>119

Power efficiency

Po = 2 x 100W 8Ω

>92

%

Idle losses

0V input audio signal

5.5

W

Idle switching frequency

0V input audio signal

430

THD+N vs. Po at 100Hz, 1kHz and 6.67kHz (8Ω)
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150ICEedge2 Intermodulation
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150ICEedge2 Idle Noise
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Performance
ICEedge Protection Scheme

Intelligent Protection Scheme
Ensures Music at All Times
When enjoying music at a concert or at home, the last thing you want to happen is that the music stops
playing due to equipment failure. At the concert, the audience will be disappointed, the sound technician
will be frustrated and you, the audio manufacturer, have to spend time and resources on repairs, logistics
and maybe compensation for the concert venue. At home, the customer will get a bad impression of your
equipment and demand a replacement which also can be a costly affair.
With ICEedge, the amplifier is in safe hands at all times with the extensive protection scheme integrated in
the chipset to ensure reliability like never before. We have reused typical ICEpower protection features but we
have also invented several new patented systems. We call it the “Music at All Times”. It means that no matter
what happens, the system is designed to keep the music playing as long as possible.

Diagnostics
By monitoring the amplifier’s condition continuously, the risk of shutdown or damage is decreased dramatically
as the system or user of the system has a chance to react before reaching critical levels. Therefore, we have
integrated a simple interface allowing the possibility to read status and diagnostics information.
On top, a simple I2C interface is included should diagnostics information through a communication protocol be
wanted.

Early Warning Before
Temperature Shutdown

The most important task of the protection features is to protect the amplifier from damage. Therefore, the
system is protected againts typical causes to failure such as overvoltage, undervoltage, overcurrent and

Too high temperatures in an amplifier can lead to shutdown of the music and in worst cases cause fatal

overtemperature. In many solutions, the amplifier will typically shut down when a certain safety limit is

damage to the amplifier. Therefore, it is important to monitor the temperature at all times to avoid failure.

reached. However, that means that the music stops. Therefore, we have designed the protection features so

Most amplifiers have a protection system that is activated and shuts down the amplifier when a certain

they to the widest extent do not suddenly cut the power. Instead, they tightly monitor the condition of the

temperature limit is reached. However, that means that the music stops.

amplifier and if the current or temperature reach the specified limit, the power output is lowered until the
current and temperature are back at a safe level.

In accordance with our music at all times paradigm, we have implemented an intelligent protection system
in ICEedge that measures the temperature in eight zones and gives an early warning before the temperature

The following pages describe ICEedge’s advanced protection scheme which covers:

limit is reached. At a certain temperature, the system will send a warning about the rising temperature.
Thereby, there is time to react and limit the power before any risk of shutdown or damage.

•

Diagnostics

•

Early Warning Before Temperature Shutdown

Should the temperature keep rising, a protection system will be activated and gradually turn down the power

•

Accurate and Fast MOSFET Temperature Measurement

until the temperature again has reached safe operating levels.

•

Temperature-Compensated Cycle-by-Cycle Current Limit
Temperature

8

T
Protection engaged, power reduced

7
6
5
4

Early warning

Maximum temperature limit,
risk of damage
Protection limit

Early warning at specific
temperature level

3
2
1

Time
ICEedge
17
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Accurate and Fast MOSFET
Temperature Measurement

Temperature-Compensated Cycleby-Cycle Current Limit

The MOSFET’s in a Class D output get hot, especially when the output power is high. If suddenly applying high

MOSFET’s tolerate a limited amount of current and if the limit is exceeded, the MOSFET will be damaged.

power to the amplifier, there can be a fast increase in the MOSFET’s temperature which is important to track

Therefore, it is important to continuously monitor the MOSFET’s during operation. As shown below, ICEedge

to avoid failure due to over-temperature. It is therefore important to monitor the temperature and protect the

measures the current by monitoring the voltage drop across the MOSFET Rds(on) to avoid damage and keep

MOSFET’s in case the temperature exceeds the limits of the component.

the music playing.

VDD
+
Rds(on)
_

The current is measured
using Ohm’s law, based on
Rds(on) of the MOSFET

Traditional Slow MOSFET Temperature Measurement
Temperature

Actual MOSFET
temperature

Measured
temperature

VSS

Temperature

Traditionally, the MOSFET temperature

However, as shown below Rds(on) is highly temperature dependent.

measurement is slow as the measurement is not

Temperature limit

Power output

made directly at the MOSFET die. This means the

Rds(on)

measured temperature does not correspond to the
Measured temperature reaches
limit. The actual MOSFET
temperature is, however, already
above the limit leading to damage.

T

actual temperature and it will reach the limit later.
The risk of burning the MOSFET’s is thereby much

MOSFET Rds(on)
temperature
characteristics

higher as the power output will not be lowered
even though the actual MOSFET temperature

Time

reaches the limit.

Time

Temperature

ICEedge Accurate and Fast MOSFET Temperature Measurement

intelligent protection feature that protects the amplifier from burning the MOSFET’s due to a short circuit
T

or over-current situations. What is unique with TCCCL is that the system measures the temperature and

Temperature

Actual MOSFET
temperature
Temperature limit

The ICEedge Temperature-Compensated Cycle-by-Cycle Current Limit (TCCCL), shown below, is an

Measured
temperature

With ICEedge, we introduce precise and fast

compensates for the changing Rds(on). For every PWM cycle, the TCCCL instantly and accurately monitors

temperature measurement of the MOSFET’s. The

the current and temperature and if the current limit is reached, the current is immediately lowered to ensure
13 st
that the amplifier will not be damaged.
5 st

temperature is measured directly at the MOSFET’s

Power output

The measured temperature
corresponds to the actual
temperature which means the
power output is lowered instantly if
the limit is reached.

drain terminal with no electrical isolation. This
means the measured temperature corresponds
exactly to the actual temperature. Thereby, the
power output will be lowered instantly if the limit

Current limit
Current

Current is limited cycle by cycle

t

is reached and the temperature will fall under the
Time

Time

Cycle-by-cycle limit is
activated and instantly the
pulse width is adjusted cycle
by cycle to limit output
current to selected limit

limit.
Sine wave

ICEedge enables the fastest and most precise MOSFET temperature measurement system in order to protect

Pulse Width
Modulation

the MOSFET’s output devices in the best possible way.

Time

With the MOSFET’s current tightly controlled by the TCCCL, MOSFET’s with a lower current rating and filter
coils with optimum specifications can be used leading to lower cost. This enables cost-savings as you can
19

integrate MOSFET’s at a lower price point without risk of damage.

www.icepower.dk
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Possibilities
Design and Cost Savings

Integration Level and Ease of
Design
A Class D amplifier is a highly advanced device with numerous functions and features, such as protection
systems, diagnostics, pop reduction, feedback loops and other “housekeeping” functions. Designing all these
functions is quite time consuming and challenging. One of the goals when developing ICEedge was to simplify
the design process, in order to speed up the development time and make it easier to get the design right the
first time. Therefore, we have taken most of the design steps in advance and integrated all these features into
the ICEedge chipset. This saves both development costs and time to market.

Cost Savings
The complexity of a Class D amplifier also derives from the fact that it consists of several hundred parts and

Possibilities

components. Every component accounts for a cost at the bill of materials. With ICEedge, we have integrated
as many functions into the chipset as possible to reduce the number of discrete components on the amplifier
board. This leads to substantial cost savings of 2-10 USD per channel and component count reduction of 30100 per channel compared to implementations using discrete components and gate drivers.

An Audio Platform for the Future
ICEedge is designed as a future-proof audio application platform for many years to come. For customers
choosing ICEedge, we deliver a platform that can be used in your complete product range regardless
of power range and necessary features. Furthermore, ICEpower will integrate ICEedge in all our future
standard amplifiers. Thereby, we can guarantee a solution that we know inside out which is thoroughly tested
on our own skin.
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Possibilities
Design Freedom

Power Supply Flexibility

Flexible Modulator and
Feedback Loop Design

ICEedge is the most flexible Class D chipset in the world which lets you choose the optimum solution

For the last 16 years, a cornerstone in ICEpower’s Class D technology has been our self-oscillating modulator

and topology for the combined amplifier and power supply system for best compromise between cost and

with Dual Loop feedback. Over the years we have improved this topology significantly, from the original COM/

performance.

MECC to HCOM to DualLoop3. Our innovation in Class D modulation and feedback technology is an ongoing
process that will continue to improve our capabilities. It has therefore been a key goal to design ICEedge as

With ICEedge, there are several different possible configurations when designing the output stage. As shown

a flexible platform, enabling us to continue feedback innovation, without having to re-engineer the ICEedge

below, Single Ended (SE) and Bridge Tied Load (BTL) configurations are possible operating on a single or split

chipset. Therefore, all important feedback nodes in the audio path are routed to external pins of the controller

power supply (SE only on split supply). One advantage is the flexibility when choosing power supply topology.

creating a flexible and future-proof design.

Moreover, it enables endless design possibilities when also considering ICEedge’s ability of enabling amplifiers
Furthermore, it enables our partners to implement their own proprietary modulator and feedback loops using

from 50-7000W.

ICEedge.

Single Ended Split Supply

ositive Supply

Positive Supply

Positive Supply
SE Dual Supply

Positive Supply

Bridged Tied Load Split Supply

SE Dual Supply Positive Supply

Positive Supply
Positive Supply

Positive Supply
BTL Dual Supply

Positive Supply
BTL Dual Supply

SE Dual Supply

BTL Dual Supply

Overall Design and Development
Benefits
So how do all these functions and features benefit the commercial decision-maker and application designer

egative Supply

Negative Supply

Negative Supply

Negative Supply
Negative Supply

in the company adopting ICEedge for future audio applications? As mentioned, developing high performance
Negative Supply

Class D amplifiers with premium audio quality is difficult. It takes expertise and know-how gained over many
years and, even with that in hand, there are many pitfalls on the way. With ICEedge in the system, you can

Negative Supply

ositive Supply

Negative Supply
Positive Supply

Bridged Tied Load Single Supply

Positive Supply
SE Single Supply

Positive Supply

SE Single Supply
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Negative Supply
Positive Supply
Positive Supply

SE Single Supply
Positive Supply

Positive Supply

skip all these steps and shorten your development time dramatically. And with all diagnostics, protection and
Positive Supply
BTL Single Supply

performance-enhancing features integrated in the chipset, there are cost-savings on components to obtain
throughout the project. If any issues unexpectedly occur during the design phase, an ICEpower support team
is ready to assist.
BTL Single Supply

With ICEedge, Power, Performance and Possibilities go hand in hand. And enable Class D like never before.
BTL Single Supply
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Possibilities
Audio Applications
With the ability of designing amplifiers with power ratings from 50 to 7000 watt and the possibility of scaling

Besides the application examples below, ICEedge opens up for even further designs, such as:

the numbers of channels with more chipsets, ICEedge is ideal for both consumer and professional audio

•

Multichannel installation amplifiers

applications. The comprehensive protection features will keep the music playing everywhere.

•

100V-constant voltage line systems

•

Evacuation systems

Please see examples below.

Consumer Audio Applications

Professional Audio Applications

Active Speakers
50-1000W
Line Arrays and
PA Speakers
500-7000W

Active Subwoofers

Musical Instrument
Amplifiers

50-1000W

100-1000W

Professional Amplifiers
500-7000W

Professional Subwoofers
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A/V Receivers

Stereo Amplifiers

50-250W

50-1000W

500-7000W
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About ICEpower
ICEpower is an innovative Danish company developing and manufacturing energy efficient, high performance Class D audio solutions for consumer, professional, automotive and portable audio applications.
Our products are based on a range of innovative, proprietary technologies that deliver the best audio
performance, efficiency and power density in the industry.
The company was founded in 1999 by Bang & Olufsen and Dr. Karsten Nielsen, based on the technologies developed in a joint research project between Bang & Olufsen and the Technical University (DTU),
where Karsten Nielsen managed to achieve significant improvements in efficiency and audio quality of
switching technologies. Today, ICEpower is a company of 40 employees and an independent subsidiary
of Bang & Olufsen.
We are proud of the fact that ICEpower was one of the first companies to pioneer the audio industry’s
change from analogue technologies to highly efficient switching technologies, bringing about a true paradigm shift in the industry. Our technologies have raised the efficiency of audio amplifiers and power supplies from 50-70%, possible with traditional analogue technologies, to 80-95% – making audio devices
“greener”.
Today, we continue our focus on enhancing the efficiency, audio performance and power density in the
audio power conversion chain. We work hard to stay on the forefront of technological development in
our niche, continuously working to enhance our technological portfolio through in-house development,
academic collaboration and partnerships with other industry players.
Since our establishment, we have cooperated with over 100 loyal customers and partners all over the
world. Among them are some of the world’s most respected companies, such as Bang & Olufsen, Bowers & Wilkins, Pioneer, TEAC, Samsung, ASUS Computers, Toshiba, Sanyo and Audi.
Please visit us at ICEpower.dk for further information about our products, our technologies and our
company.
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